We address the performance optimization problem in a single-station multiclass queueing network with changeover times by means of the achievable region approach. This approach seeks to obtain performance bounds and scheduling policies from the solution of a mathematical program over a relaxation of the system's performance region. Relaxed formulations including linear, convex, nonconvex and positive semide nite constraints of this region are developed by formulating equilibrium relations satis ed by the system, with the help of Palm calculus. Our contributions include: 1 new constraints formulating equilibrium relations on server dynamics; 2 a ow conservation interpretation of the constraints previously derived by the potential function method; 3 new positive semide nite constraints; 4 new work decomposition laws for single-station multiclass queueing networks, which yield new convex constraints; 5 a uni ed bu er occupancy method of performance analysis obtained from the constraints; 6 heuristic scheduling policies from the solution of the relaxations.
Introduction
We address the problem of scheduling a multiclass queueing network MQNET on a single server, who incurs changeover times when moving from one class to another, to minimize time-average holding costs. This type of system arises in a broad variety of application areas, including manufacturing systems and computer-communication networks see, e.g., Levy and Sidi 1990 , and Sidi, Levy and Fuhrmann 1992 . In a companion paper see Bertsimas and Niño-Mora 1998 we address the corresponding problem in a multi-station MQNET.
Previous studies of this system have addressed exclusively the analysis of speci c scheduling policies. Gupta and Buzacott 1990 consider the analysis of a two-class system, whereas Sidi, Levy and Fuhrmann 1992 solve the mean delay analysis for the general model considered here under a cyclic server routing policy with exhaustive service.
Recent studies addressing the problems of obtaining e cient s c heduling policies and performance bounds for multiclass queues with changeover times see, e.g., Boxma, Levy and Weststrate 1991 and Bertsimas and Xu 1993 have focused their attention on systems without job feedback. Even for such simpler systems, performance bounds that account for the e ect of changeover times were previously available only for static policies, in which the server bases his scheduling decisions only on the state of the class he is currently visiting. Such bounds, however, do not allow us to assess the potential for improvement over a proposed policy that could be achieved by using e ectively dynamic information: performance bounds that hold under dynamic policies are needed for this purpose.
We present in this paper new bounds on the performance of dynamic and static nonidling policies for a MQNET with changeover times attended by a single server. The bounds emerge as the values of mathematical programs linear, convex and nonconvex. These programs, which yield sharper bounds at the expense of increased computations, arise from constraints that formulate equilibrium laws. We reveal the underlying law ow conservation that explains the linear programming bounds previously derived via potential functions. We further establish new work decomposition laws, and apply them to formulate new convex constraints. Further constraints arise from server dynamics relations, and from semide nite relations. When specialized to well-solved cases, our formulations recover the bu er occupancy analysis method. We further propose heuristic policies extracted from the optimal solution to the formulations. Our methodology corresponds to the achievable region method to the optimal control of queueing systems see, e.g., the survey by Bertsimas 1995 .
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 introduces the MQNET model. Section 3 develops a linear set of constraints based on the ow conservation law L , = L + . Section 4 presents a set of nonlinear constraints that formulate equilibrium relations on the server dynamics. Section 5 develops a family of new work decomposition laws, from which a corresponding family of convex constraints is obtained. Section 6 shows how to strengthen the formulation with positive semide nite constraints. Section 7 summarizes the formulations resulting from the constraints developed in previous sections and report computational results. Section 8 develops a uni ed bu er occupancy method of performance analysis by specializing the ow conservation and server dynamics constraints to certain policies. Section 9 discusses the problem of designing server scheduling policies from the solution of the relaxations. Finally, in Section 10 we present some concluding remarks. 2 The model: a single-station MQNET with changeover times
We shall focus our performance optimization study on a versatile model of a MQNET with changeover times attended to by a single server. In contrast with previous studies on performance optimization of multiclass queues with changeover times, the model we consider here incorporates the feature of Bernoulli job feedback. For this model only the performance analysis problem had previously been investigated see Gupta and Buzacott 1990 , and Sidi, Levy and Fuhrmann 1992 . Note that for the special case of zero changeover times the performance optimization problem can be solved exactly see Klimov 1974 .
We consider a queueing system consisting of a single server that provides service to a set N = f1; : : : ; n g of job classes. Exogenous job arrivals occur according to independent P oisson processes, with rate i for class i jobs which w e refer to henceforth as i-jobs , and join corresponding queues i.e., i-jobs join the i-queue u n til their service starts. The service times of i-jobs are i.i.d., drawn from a general distribution, with mean i and second moment 2 i . We denote the corresponding mean residual life or mean age by r i = 2 i =2 i . Upon completion of its service, an i-job may leave the system, with probability p i0 , o r i t m a y b e fed b ack for further service as a j-job, with probability p ij . Let P be the matrix of p ij . We assume that matrix I , P is invertible, which ensures that a single job moving through the network eventually exits it. We further assume that all service and interarrival times are mutually independent.
In order to serve jobs of a given class, the server must visit the corresponding queue, incurring a changeover time for moving there from the last queue visited: if after visiting the i-queue the server moves to the j-queue he incurs a random changeover time having a general distribution with mean s ij and second moment s 2 ij . Jobs are selected for service according to a scheduling policy. We consider admissible policies to be nonanticipative, nonpreemptive and stable. Nonanticipative means that scheduling decisions make no use of future information, such as remaining service times of jobs in the system or future job arrival times. Nonpreemptive means that once the service of a job, or a server changeover, is initiated, it must continue to completion. By stable we mean that the network admits a steadystate equilibrium distribution with nite mean number of jobs. We shall further refer to the classes of nonidling, dynamic and static policies. By nonidling we mean that the server never stays idle at a queue: it must be either serving jobs or engaged in a changeover. By dynamic we mean that scheduling decisions only depend on the current states of all queues. By static we mean that scheduling decisions may only depend on the state of the queue currently being visited.
Other model parameters of interest are the total arrival rate and the tra c intensity. The total arrival rate of j-jobs, denoted by j , is the total rate at which both external and feedback jobs arrive to the j-queue. The j 's are computed by solving the linear system j = j + X i2N p ij i ; for j 2 N .
The tra c intensity of j-jobs, denoted by j = j j , is the equilibrium probability that the server is busy with a j-job at an arbitrary time. The total tra c intensity of the system is = P i2N i , and represents the equilibrium probability that the server is busy. The condition 1 is necessary, but not su cient, to ensure that the system is stable i.e., that all incoming jobs eventually leave the system. Notice that the condition 1 does guarantee stability in the model with zero changeover times, and also in the model with positive c hangeover times under certain policies e.g., exhaustive and gated service.
We assume that the system operates in stochastic equilibrium and introduce the following stochastic processes that describe its evolution. L i t = n umberofi-jobs in the system at time t. B i t = 1 i f a n i -job is in service at time t; 0 otherwise. Bt = 1 if the server is busy at time t; 0 otherwise; notice that Bt = The performance optimization problem. The main system's performance measure we are concerned with is the vector x = x j j 2N whose components are the mean numbers of each class in the system in steady-state, i.e., x j = E L j .
We consider a cost function, cx possibly nonlinear. The performance optimization problem we consider is as follows: compute a lower bound Z cx v alid under a suitable class of scheduling policies, and design a scheduling policy whose performance nearly minimizes the cost cx.
We approach this problem via the achievable region approach, as described in the Introduction.
Let X be the performance region spanned by performance vector x under all admissible policies. Our rst goal is to derive constraints on performance vector x that de ne a relaxation of performance region X. Since it is not obvious how to derive constraints on x directly, w e shall pursue an approach to accomplish this goal based on the following plan:
1. Identify equilibrium relations satis ed by the system and formulate them as constraints involving auxiliary performance m e asures, using Palm calculus.
2. Formulate additional positive semide nite constraints on the auxiliary performance measures.
3. Formulate constraints that express the original performance measure, x, in terms of the auxiliary ones.
Notice that this approach has a clear geometric interpretation: It corresponds to constructing a relaxation of the performance region of the x's by 1 lifting this region into a higher dimensional space, by means of auxiliary variables, 2 bounding the lifted region through constraints on the auxiliary variables, and 3 projecting back i n to the original space. Lift and project techniques have proven powerful tools for constructing tight relaxations of hard discrete optimization problems see, e.g., Lov asz and Schrijver 1991. We consider three types of auxiliary performance measures: The rst type represents Palm moments of queue lengths with respect to the point processes de ned by certain embedded epochs. The second type represents server's visit and changeover frequencies. We present these point processes and auxiliary performance measures in Table 1 .
In addition to those presented in Table 1 , we consider a third type of auxiliary performance measures representing moments of queue lengths at an arbitrary time: Other elementary constraints are the ones relating the mean number in the system at an arbitrary time during the service of jobs to the mean number at service completion epochs, can be derived as follows. The mean numberofj-jobs at an arbitrary time during the service of an i-job is x ij = x Si j + j r i ; i.e., the numberofj-jobs at the beginning of an i-service plus the mean number of external class j arrivals until an arbitrary time during an i-service. Furthermore 3 System ow conservation constraints
In this section we present a set of linear equality constraints on performance measures by formulating the classical ow conservation law of queueing theory L , = L + , which states that in a queueing system in which arrivals and departures are of unit size, the stationary probabilities of the number in system seen at arrival epochs and that seen at departure epochs are equal. These equations were rst derived by Klimov 1974 , by transform methods, in his pioneering performance optimization study of the model with zero changeover times.
Our contribution in this section is twofold: We present a new direct derivation of Klimov's result by means of Palm calculus, and we extend its scope by observing that the constraints are also valid for models with general changeover times under general policies. Remarks:
1. Constraints analogous to 5 have been derived for the branching bandit model with zero changeover times in Bertsimas, Paschalidis and Tsitsiklis 1995, using potential function techniques, and in Niño-Mora 1995, using the ow conservation interpretation we present here.
They further show that the region in x-space de ned by constraints analogous to 1, 4, 5, together with x 0 = 0 and x 0, is the exact performance region of the x's. It is noteworthy that the ow conservation law L , = L + leads to a compact reformulation having polynomial size on the number of job classes of the x's performance region, that involves the matrix of auxiliary variables X, whereas the exact formulation on the original variables x was found to have exponential size in Bertsimas and Niño-Mora 1996.
2. Notice that constraints 5 do not involve c hangeover time parameters. This is because they are valid under any admissible scheduling policy, regardless of whether it is work-conserving.
3. An interesting consequence of constraints 5 is the following: They imply, together with relations 1 and 4, that the vector of expected queue lengths at an arbitrary time, x, as well as the vector of expected queue lengths at an arbitrary server idling time, x 0 , are uniquely determined by the matrix of expected queue lengths at service completion epochs, X D . Therefore, in order to formulate the performance region of the x's we need only to focus on formulating constraints on matrix X D .
In Remarks.
1. Notice that identities 13 and 14 formulate the ow conservation law L , = L + as applied to the queues of j-jobs and fi; jg-jobs considered in isolation, for all pairs fi; jg of job classes.
2. It is interesting to observe that we do not obtain additional constraints by formulating the ow conservation law
for subsets of job classes S of size larger than 3. The equations for jSj 3 turn out to be implied by those for jSj 2.
Server dynamics constraints
In this section we derive constraints that formulate equilibrium relations related to the server dynamics, and that account explicitly for the changeover times.
Server ow conservation constraints
We rst present some elementary constraints although nonlinear that relate the performance measures x 0 j and the performance measures x H kl j de ned at changeover initiation epochs. These constraints involve the changeover frequencies y kl see Table 1 . We further establish linear constraints on the visit and changeover frequencies y j , y ij , that formulate server ow conservation relations. b Eq. 17 formulates the requirements that policies must be nonidling, using the fact that P fB ij = 1 g = s ij y ij .
c Eq. 18 formulates a simple ow conservation relation: the rates at which the server visits and leaves the i-queue are equal.
Server visit constraints
We derive in this section a family of nonlinear constraints by formulating a key relation between the point processes de ned in We denote in what follows by L Si j and L Di j the numberofj-jobs in the system at a typical i-job service initiation and completion epoch, respectively. We also let N j v i be the number of external j-job arrivals during the service of a typical i-job, and let ij = 1 if that job feeds back to the j-queue after completion of its service, and 0 otherwise. We h a v e the relations
The result now follows from the relations we obtain Eq. 29.
Work decomposition constraints
In this section we derive a family of convex constraints by identifying and formulating new work decomposition laws satis ed by the system. A w ork decomposition law is a linear relation between the mean number in the system from each class at an arbitrary time and at an arbitrary time during a period when the server is idle. to previous derivations, based on probabilistic arguments mainly stochastic work decomposition properties, we obtain the laws directly by reformulating linear ow conservation equations; 3 we present new families of convex constraints, by exploiting the physical interpretation of the new work decomposition laws. The idea of deriving constraints from work decomposition laws was introduced in Bertsimas and Xu 1993. They derived a set of convex constraints from a work decomposition law due to Fuhrmann and Cooper 1985 , which apply to multiclass M=G=1 queues with changeover times, but with no job feedback.
To present our work decomposition laws we i n troduce, for every subset S N of job classes, the S-workload process, V S t t2 , where V S t is the total remaining service time the server needs to perform on the S-jobs in the system at time t for rst driving all of them out of classes in S. Notice that V S t t2 is the total workload process for the S-queue obtained by aggregating S-jobs in a single queue. We further write B S t = P i 2 S B i t , i.e., B S t is the indicator of the server being busy with an S-job. We We where B = b ij i;j2N is the n n-matrix B = , x 0 , x 0 + I , P 0 X + X 0 I , P = I , P 0 I , 0 + I , 0 I , P; with = , r.
We rst observe that, from the ow conservation equations 6 in Theorem 1, we obtain Tsoucas 1991 rst identi ed the structure of workload bounds 39, but did not evaluate the fS function. These workload bounds generalize those discovered by Gelenbe and Mitrani 1980 for multiclass M=GI=1 queues without job feedback.
Strengthened workload bounds from work decomposition laws
In this section we apply the work decomposition laws in Theorem 5 to develop two new families of workload bounds, which strengthen bound 39 by incorporating the e ect of positive c hangeover times.
The rst family of workload bounds incorporates the e ect of changeovers in a linear manner, and is valid under dynamic nonidling policies. Proof a To prove inequality 41 we i n troduce the random variable I S to be the length of a typical server vacation away from serving S-jobs. We observe that, under a static policy, the mean S-workload at a typical time when the server is not serving S-jobs, E V S j B S = 0 , is bounded below b y the external S-workload that arrives to the system from the instant the server starts a vacation away from serving S-jobs unt i l a t ypical time during that vacation, i.e., b This inequality reformulates that in part a by applying Theorem 5a, b together with Eqns. 35-37. c This follows because the vacation argument used in part a is also valid under dynamic policies for S = N.
Positive semide nite constraints
We present in this section a set of positive semide nite constraints that may be used to strengthen the formulations obtained through equilibrium relations. These constraints formulate the fact that the performance measures we are considering are moments of random variables. The basic idea is as follows: Given a vector z and a matrix Z of real numbers, consider the following question: What is a necessary and su cient condition under which, for some random vector , z = E and Z = E 0 ?It is easily seen that the required condition is that matrix Z , zz 0 -which represents the covariance matrix of -i s p ositive semide nite: Z ,zz 0 0.We m a y reformulate this condition 
44
Remark:
The problem of minimizing a linear objective subject to positive semide nite constraints, called a semide nite programming problem, has received considerable attention in the mathematical programming literature due to applications in discrete optimization and control theory. There are several e cient i n terior point algorithms see, e.g., the survey by V andenberghe and Boyd 1996 to solve semide nite programming problems. Theorem 8 adds a new and, we believe, interesting application of semide nite programming in stochastic optimization.
Formulations and their power
In this section we illustrate how the constraints on performance measures derived in the previous sections can be used to provide performance bounds for single-station MQNETs with changeover times, by solving appropriate mathematical programming problems. We also compare these bounds computationally.
We consider in what follows a linear cost function
c j x j :
A nonconvex relaxation
By combining all equilibrium relations derived in previous sections we summarize the proposed bound in the following theorem. On In Section 8 we illustrate that for speci c classes of policies, like polling table and randomized routing policies, we can calculate explicitly in terms of the original data the variables Y and y. As we noticed earlier, problem 45 becomes a convex semide nite optimization problem for which there are very e cient algorithms. As we discuss in Section 9, when solving problem 45, we calculate the optimal valuesx Hj j of rst order moments of queue lengths at visit completion epochs. These values give rise to the following policy: If the server is currently serving j-jobs, terminate the current visit when the queue length after a service completion does not exceedx Hj j , i.e., L j x Hj j . Notice that ifx Hj j = 0 , then the server follows an exhaustive policy at the j-queue. In this way, given a class of policies in which w e can calculate the routing variables Y , we can nd a threshold policy for servicing jobs in the system by solving a convex semide nite optimization problem.
Convex relaxations
In this section we propose several simpler but convex relaxations that can be used as an alternative to problem 45. Table 2 : The e ect of the tra c intensity on the quality of the bounds.
Computational Results
In order to compare our bounds computationally we designed the following computational experi- intensity . There is no feedback. Table 2 summarizes the e ect of the tra c intensity on the quality of the bounds. The value Z linear was computed using CPLEX 5.0 on a Sparc20 Sun workstation, and Z convex2 ; Z convex1
were computed using NPSOL on a Sparc20 Sun workstation. In order to compare the bounds to a reasonable feasible policy, we h a v e simulated all 4! = 24 possible static priority policies, and we report the performance of the best priority policy found. The key insight is that as the system approaches heavy tra c the degree of suboptimality w orsens. While this might be due to the fact that the quality of the bounds weakens as the tra c intensity increases, we suspect that this is due to the fact that the performance of static priority policies worsens in heavy tra c. Our next experiment aims at understanding the e ect of the changeover times. We again have 4
classes, and we h a v e selected parameters as in the previous experiment. We xed = 0 : 8. All the changeover times were selected equal to the same value D. In Table 3 we report the performance of the bounds in relation to the best static priority policy as D increases. The quality of the bounds is relatively insensitive to the value of D, although they slightly worsen with higher changeover times. Table 3 : The e ect of changeover times to the quality of the bounds.
Performance analysis
In this section we show that the ow conservation and server dynamics constraints, developed in Sections 3 and 4 respectively, yield a uni ed method of performance analysis for the models and policies analyzed exactly in the literature. In particular, we shall show that the system of equations given by those constraints corresponds precisely to the classical bu er occupancy approach for the performance analysis of polling systems. The bu er occupancy approach w as introduced by Cooper and Murray 1969 to analyze cyclic service systems with zero changeover times. The approach has since been developed to analyze a variety of single-server systems with nonzero changeover times, including systems with a periodic service order see Eisenberg 1972 , systems with a random service order see Kleinrock and Levy 1988 , and systems with job feedback see Sidi, Levy and Fuhrmann 1992 . See also the monograph by T akagi 1986 and the survey by Levy and Sidi 1990 .
We shall illustrate the approach b y analyzing the constraints in the following special cases: the server visits the queues according to a cyclic, polling table or random service order policy, and the service at each queue is exhaustive. The approach consists of two stages: The rst stage determines the visit and changeover frequencies. The second stage computes the mean queue lengths at an arbitrary time.
Stage 1: Computation of visit and changeover frequencies
We show next that when the server visits the queues according to a cyclic order, polling table or random visit order policy, then we can compute e ciently the visit and changeover frequencies, y i , y ij .
Cyclic order policy. Under a cyclic service policy the server visits the queues corresponding to different classes in cyclic order, say, 1 ; 2 ; : : : ; n ; 1 ; : : : . It is easily seen from a symmetry argument and Proposition 2 that the changeover and visit frequencies are given by y i = y 12 = = y n , 1 ;n = y n1 = 1 , s 12 Random visit order policy. Under a random visit order policy see Kleinrock and Levy 1988 the server visits the queues in a random order according to Bernoulli routing probabilities:
after visiting the i-queue, it decides to visit next the j-queue with probability r ij . Clearly, w e have y ij =y i = r ij . Combining this relation with Proposition 2 we obtain that the visit and Once the visit and changeover frequencies have been determined, the server dynamics constraints developed in Section 4 become linear. We show next how those constraints yield an exact performance analysis, by focusing our attention in the special case that the server follows an exhaustive service policy at each queue the server continues serving a class until the corresponding queue becomes empty, and the order in which the server visits the queues is either cyclic or in random order.
In order to compute the vector of mean queue lengths at an arbitrary time, x, w e propose the following three-step procedure:
Step Step 2. Compute the second moments of queue lengths at server visit completion epochs x H k ij , and the rst moments of queue lengths at service completion epochs Step 3. Compute the mean queue lengths at an arbitrary time x j from the n equations corresponding to the diagonal elements of the ow conservation constraints , x 0 , x 0 + I , P 0 X D + X D 0 I , P = I , P 0 P + P 0 I , P :
Remarks.
1. The equations in Steps 1 and 2 i n the above procedure follow from Eqns. 52 and 53 by using the relations x Hij k = x Hi k ; x H kl ij = x H k ij ;
valid under cyclic service and random visit order policies.
The constraints
x Hj j = 0 ; x H j jk = 0 ; x H k jk = 0 ;
are clearly valid when the server follows an exhaustive service policy at each queue.
3. The systems of linear equations in Steps 1 and 2 correspond precisely to those obtained via the bu er occupancy approach.
Notice that in
Step 3 performance measure x is computed without rst computing x 0 , a s w as done in Sidi, Levy and Fuhrmann 1992. 9 Design of e cient heuristic policies
We brie y discuss in this section the problem of designing heuristic scheduling policies that nearly optimize a given performance objective from the solution of the relaxations, as described in Section 2. First, notice that a scheduling policy is characterized by specifying the following two subpolicies:
1. A server routing policy, that governs where the server is routed when it leaves a queue.
2. A server visit policy, that speci es when the server nishes serving jobs in a queue.
Server routing policies. Several authors have recently addressed the problem of designing efcient server routing policies from estimates of optimal visit and changeover frequencies. Boxma, Levy and Weststrate 1991 have developed a methodology for determining e cient polling tables, in which the critical step is the determination of nearly optimal visit frequencies our y i 's. Bertsimas and Xu 1993 have proposed two kinds of server routing policies from estimates of optimal changeover frequencies our y ij 's: 1 a random visit order policy, with server routing probabilities given by r ij = y ij =y i , and 2 a polling table policy, where the parameters Mi; j of the polling table, as de ned in the previous section, are obtained via integer programming techniques.
It is intuitive that the quality of these heuristic policies should improve with better estimates of the optimal visit and changeover frequencies, as provided by the improved formulations presented in Section 7.
Server visit policies. No previous studies known to the authors have addressed the problem of designing e cient server visit policies from estimates of optimal system performance measures. An approach for designing policies based on a heavy tra c approximation of the model has recently been developed by Reiman and Wein 1994 , in the setting of a two-class queue with setup times. We propose two di erent policies, which use estimatesx Hj j of optimal mean queue lengths at visit completion epochs obtained by solving problem 45 and estimatesŷ i of optimal visit frequencies, respectively: The rst policy terminates the server visit to the current queue, say queue j, a s s o o n a s the queue length after a service completion epoch does not exceedx Hj j , i.e., L j x Hj j . Notice that if x Hj j = 0, then the server follows an exhaustive policy at the j-queue. The second policy terminates a visit to the current queue, say queue j, after completing at most d i =ŷ i e services. Notice that i =y i is the mean numberofj-jobs served during a server visit to the j-queue.
Conclusions
We h a v e studied by means of the achievable region approach an important and hard performance optimization problem: optimal scheduling in a multiclass single-station queueing network with changeover times. We have used several equilibrium relations to derive constraints on achievable performance. We believe that the results presented above support the claim that the achievable region approach is an e ective tool for obtaining performance bounds in stochastic optimization problems.
